Colibri On-the-Go
Data Intelligence anywhere

Data is more critical today than ever before. As more and more companies conduct digital transformation projects and use data to make informed decisions, business users need to develop a working knowledge of all data concepts within a company. But these concepts are ever-changing and growing, and users frequently encounter new terminology and data concepts during a typical day. In the past, analysts would need to leave their workflow - be that a spreadsheet, a document, an IDE - and search for data definitions, slowing down business and leading to mistakes and other inefficiencies.

With Colibri On-the-Go, Data Citizens can answer questions about data, find the right reports and identify authoritative data sources from within their working environments. Colibri On-the-Go provides insights around data definitions, relations, quality and policies without the need to leave spreadsheets and documents. Colibri On-the-Go adapts to your working context to help you find exactly what you need.

Benefits

- **Manage data on the go**
  Understand data, report issues, update semantics or relationships and execute tasks, all from a mobile device

- **Engage your executives**
  Allow busy executives to make changes, update policies and approve requests from an intuitive mobile interface

- **Access data anywhere**
  Give every Data Citizen the ability to understand their data, trust its quality and get quick answers to data questions from any device

- **Navigate data assets**
  Engage with information around business terms, metadata, policies, communities and agreements right from your desktop
Product Highlights

Cross-platform desktop app
Allow business users to quickly search for data definitions and descriptions from any application using a dedicated application or keyboard shortcut.

Convenient iOS app
Update policy information, approve definition changes, initiate change requests and determine remediation statuses on your mobile device.

Tableau extension
 Seamlessly connect Collibra Catalog capabilities with your Tableau dashboard and benefit from metadata alongside your analytics.

If you are interested in learning more, please visit our website and request a demo at collibra.com/request-a-demo.